A Community Service Tour to Borneo combines a unique sense of adventure and remoteness. Teams embrace the natural wonders, including the main jungle of Borneo that is one of the oldest in the world.

Spectacular waterfalls and river systems, huge limestone caves, beautiful beaches, amazing flora and fauna, friendly people and a cuisine to make the taste buds soar - all combine to make a trip to Borneo a once in a life-time experience.

“My son has increased in confidence and maturity as a result of his trip. He now has a wonderful and enthusiastic interest in the history and culture of the people he visited.”

Parent, Community Service Tour.
SNAPSHOT

BORNEO COMMUNITY SERVICE TOUR

THE TRIP
10 days

THE PROJECT
4 - 6 days

HIGHLIGHTS

• Complete a meaningful and sustainable project!

• Discover beautiful Orangutan Sanctuaries.

• Explore the local markets of Kota Kinabalu or Kuching!

• National Parks for some snorkeling, rest and relaxation.

FUN FACTS!

Mt Kinabalu is the highest peak in S.E Asia. The rainforest in Borneo is the oldest in the world! (Over 130 million years old)

PROJECT SUPPORTING INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES & LOCAL SCHOOLS.

Our projects are based in indigenous jungle villages around Kuching, Miri or Kota Kinabalu. Students can help at local primary schools renovating and building classrooms, kitchens, toilets and play areas - all whilst teaching and interacting with the local kids. The primary schools in these villages help indigenous children to learn Malaysian to prepare them for secondary school.

EXPLORE!

FROM ORANGUTANS TO RAINFORESTS AND BEYOND!

There’s so much to see and do in Borneo that students will struggle to decide! Groups can visit the orangutan sanctuaries in Kuching explore the local markets of Kota Kinabalu, snorkel around the islands surrounding a beautiful National Park or ‘chillout’ on the gorgeous beaches! Students will also be fascinated by visits to the ANZAC memorials.

FUN FACTS!

ORANGUTANS ARE THE ONLY APES IN THE WHOLE ENTIRE WORLD THAT ARE FROM ASIA.
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A Community Service Tour to Borneo combines a unique sense of adventure and remoteness. Teams embrace the natural wonders, including the main jungle of Borneo that is one of the oldest in the world. Spectacular waterfalls and river systems, huge limestone caves, beautiful beaches, amazing flora and fauna, friendly people and a cuisine to make the taste buds soar - all combine to make a trip to Borneo a once in a lifetime experience.

“My son has increased in confidence and maturity as a result of his trip. He now has a wonderful and enthusiastic interest in the history and culture of the people he visited.”

Parent, Community Service Tour.

Antipodeans is a pioneer in the field of educational travel. Our dedicated team of personal development specialists and travel experts have been creating extraordinary student experiences for over 25 years.

Our ethos of resilience, mindfulness and leadership is central to everything we do. We empower young people to uncover their unique identity, develop life skills and embrace the world beyond their own borders.

- HIGHLY QUALIFIED & EXPERIENCED LEADERS
- 24-HOUR EMERGENCY BACK UP & SUPPORT
- COMPREHENSIVE TRAINING & PREPARATION
- LONG TERM, SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY PROJECTS

ABOUT ANTIPODEANS